Hat Writeup of the post of Body Registrar,
Cincinnati Org ,including its peculiarities,
duties and lines, froDl the tiDle period of
18 Feb 1996 to 27 Jan 1998.

27 Jan 1998

To you my friend, The Cincinnati Org Body Registrar

<-----------------

Dear Body Registrar,

I fired in to Cincinnati Org on the afternoon of the 18th February 1996. with my wife. Jeanie
Sonenflld. My name is David Sonenfild.
I have been holding the post of Body Registrar for the past 2 years from above. from my actual
post of Deputy Commanding Officer for Delivery and Exchange ( Sea Org name for Deputy
Executive Director for Delivery and Exchange. as I am a Sea Org member posted in Cincinnati
Org). I also wore the ARCX Auditor and ARCX Registrar hat to get people recovered and signed
up for service. I also ensured that people arrived by getting them In comm with whomever was
scheduling PC·s.

Peculiarities of the Post.
N .B. The following data is not how one would standardly do the post of
Body Registrar, in a fully manned up Division 2 and Division 6, as these
other hats I was wearing would be worn by other staff other than the Body
Registrar. But it is wise to understand an the types of people that you will
be meeting, and who to route-them to, and why, as they wiD come on your
Unes as a Body Registrar, and they are all prospects for you at some pojat;
and, if you want to get your statistic of Gross Income under control, -theii
you had better know WHERE your pubUc to sign up, come from.
fl

In taking an overview of the current scene. I decided the most effective way to start signing
people up was to treat the whole scene as a Sea Org Reg tour would. when coming IntQ.a Class
5 org. The org had no auditors or C/S's on post when we arrived. (the prior CIS had already
returned to the Sea Org as we were replacIng her. and her husband. who was the ED.)
I applied HCOPL ARC BREAK PROGRAM ADDITIONAL DATA In OEC Vol 6. Page 563. The only
variance from that policy in relation tg #Ie current scene in Cincinnati Org was there were no
refunds on the line. I also used HCOPltfECOVERING STUDENTS AND PCs in OEC Vol 6. Page
550 as the key tool for recovering bloWn public (especIally the section under "Action" which
talks about using a CIS Series 53 Sllort Form assessment list. and as an added tool to that.
the data in HCOPL RUDIMENTS (A$C BREAK) PROGRAM In OEC Vol 6. Page 559 especially
the section under "Rudiments RepaIr Auditor". but the whole polIcy is relevant and useful.

I knew the field had had very little Dianetics and Scientology delivered to it, as earlJer verified
by the very low income and delJvery stats of the org, so for sure there were ARC broken public
because LRH says on page 552 ofOEC Vol 6, ...... Sea Org missions have successfully used
another approach. They say they're there to handle the org and make it a safe place. The
response is very gratifying.
THE PUBLIC HATES LIKE HELL TO BE DENIED DIANETICS AND SCIENTOLOGY."
I promoted Jeanie who was a Class 8 CIS trained by LRH, as the person who would ensure they
got their case handled, and to come on in.
Firstly. Jeanie gave them an interview and she would find the bug and then give them a
techrtlcal estimate. and I would reg and close them for the intensives needed. with the key data
about their case in mind.
Then we would make sure they were delivered to immediately, and I would also keep an eye on
them to ensure they were getting handled to their satisfaction.
Then as Jeanie got more and more busy with the CIS'lng and runnIng of the org, I would do the
assessments of the CIS 53's and then reg them and close them. I"wore both ARCX Auditor and
ARCX Reg hats, as there wasn't anyone else on staff who could do either hat.
I would often drive to people's houses or an agreed upon meeting place, with an appointment
previously set up through their FSM, or someone they knew. Debbie Hulthen and Wayne Fuller
were two FSMs who had worked In the Ohio field extensIvely, and had lots of comm lines of
people to get back on the Bridge. John Baker was another FSM who knew some people to
recover. I worked extensively in the Columbus field and recovered many people to HGC lines,
and tech cracked every case that] put on these lines to be handled.
With good technical delivery, which included exact and correct programming to parallel the
person's immediate dIfficulties so they get Immediate case gain, It Is fairly easy to salvage a field.
The word of mouth spread, that you could get your case handled at Cincinnati. and the service
was fast. and the staff, and the org as a whole were friendly. This reputation spread widely. and
then people from as far away as Chicago and Pittsburgh started signing up for auditing and
training.
A key point to make here is, when I did the C / S 53 assessments on these different pu blic. I
would indicate the longest read Per the LRH policy. and I ALWAYS got the right charge to
indicate to them: the next step of signing them up for their auditing was easy, as they now
knew what was wrong with them, and/or, what had been preventing them from moving on up
the Bridge. People pay for the right technical action that indicates to them with little
resistance, In most cases. The more resistive ones that dIdn't handle on the CIS 53. I would
assess and Indicate a Green Form per the ARC BREAK references above, which would find the
rIght Charge. In all the assessments I dId, I think I only needed to use a Green Form twice, and
once I assessed the CIS 53 twice to get all the charge. That had the person back in ARC and
willing to be regged. The exact EP per LRH is on Page 562 of OEC Vol 6 at the top of the page.

It states .....The EP of a rudiments handling is - the person now in ARC with the org and
Scientology and returned to his service or signed up for further services".
The first half of this EP is the product you are going for on the assessment at which
point the person is ready to confront the second half of the stated EP which is the
registration cycle.
I repeat, if the assessment is done correctly to the stated EP above, the person will
easily sign up for his next service, often as simple as just telling the person what helshe
needs to do and then they give you the money and work out arriving.

Another reference that directly applies to the whole su bject of recovering people and how this is
KEY to put in and keep maintained is the LRH technical film. "The Art of Communication.
In this film, the script, written by LRH, makes it very clear lfyou don't implement an ARCX
Program in your field the org will not expand, and will suffer. So definitely watch that film a few
times.
It

I also want to make clear that this is a Div 6 hat I have been wearing, and it actually comes
under the Department of the Chaplain. BUT, it was what was needed to fill up the org with
people on service, who also by paying for their services. provided money for the org to survive,
expand, promote and pay staff well, and renovate and upgrade the MEST of the building. If you
knew the org before we came, you would understand, and it now has 3 times as much space
and looks quite upstate
You could say it was the correct LRH process to run on the org dUring that time. And if you are
not as a Body Registrar, acutely aware of this function. and it needing to be maintained in the
org, you will have some losses as a reg.
If you run out of people to reg on the HGC resign line, the Reg Lost Line, the Academy or Div 6,
you will need to look into the field which is where you will run into a higher percentage of
people needIng ARCX handling, and you better not try and reg them over their ARCX's as
you wiD find your reg cycles take much longer, and often don't close because of this
particular case barrier.
This hat needs to be taken over by a trained auditor and a reg. Logan Forcey and John Baker
are two FSMs who have some interest, Logan being the ARCX Auditor, and John the ARCX Reg.
They would both be acting as FSMs. And then we should put some staff on those actual posts.
as soon as possible, and Logan and John should continue their work as FSMs.

And now some very key references by LRB on relfstration:
HCOPL 21 September 1965 Issue V1 PURPOSES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF REGISTRATION OEC Vol 6 Page 43] - Gives you the purpose of the whole Department of Registration, the Letter
Registrar, The Advanced Scheduling Registrar, and the Body Registrar (sign-up registrar). Plus
the purpose of the Central Files Section.
Understanding each of these purposes is vital to being a successful Body Registrar, as they
feed you hot prospects.

You must read thoroughly the green booklet called GROSS INCOME - AN ILLUSTRATED
GUIDE TO A PROSPEROUS ORG, which summarizes and goes over each part of the
registration cycle of action and each type of registrar as in HCOPL Purposes of the
Department of Registration, plus Division 6 Registration and how Central Files and
Treasury fit in to this whole cycle.
HCOB 18 June 1957 PEOPLE"S QUESTIONS - OEC Vo12 Page 598.
DIVISION 2/DIVISION 6 REGISTRAR PUBLICS - OEC Vo12 Page 584.
LRH ED 145 INT WHY SOMETHING NEW? - OEC Vol 2 Page 553 through Page 563.
LRH ED 40 INT25 November 1969 REGISTRATION OEC Vol 2 Page 538.
HCOPL 4 JUNE 1959 Issue III DEFINITION OF A HOT FILE - OEC Vol 2 Page 498 - key piece
of data to use in ALL registration cycles. Often just indicating this data to the person you
are reggtng blows charge for them, ( blows the charge earlier reges made on them on this
key point) and makes it easy to close them, because now they are working with you. and they
know you know them, and understand where they are at.
SECRETARIAL TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR HASI LONDON No. 23 I 4 June 1959
DEFINITION OF REGISTRATION - OEC Vol 2 page 497.

In HCOB 26 September 1956 REGISTRAR OEC -Vol 2 Page 477 gives a concept of what a
Registrar should be focused upon on his or her post. and his or her overall responsibility.

LRH says in HCOPL 21 February 1961 Choosing PE and Registration Personnel Issue 11
OECVol2 Page 411:
"CONTROL = INCOME.
When you have people who cannot control people on PE and Registration posts. your income
falls or vanishes".
This comes about from the state of ··self-determinism in the society today. What with advertising
and stepped-up political and economic controls, the "self-determinism" of the general public is
only reactlvism.
As any control we exert upon the public brings about a better society. we are entirely justified in
usIng control.
The best control, for PE and Registration purposes, includes the greater good of the applicant.
Therefore. KNOWINGNESS must be included with control. One must discover what is best for
the applicant and then control hIm into obtaining It. Leaving It up to his "self-determinism" Is
really leaving up to his reactive mind."

Definition of Control - when we say control we simply mean willingness to start, stop and
change. From Dn's 55.

key key key key key key

This is your
datum which you should be
weaving through all registration cycles and their accompanying logistics, so to effect
getting the person's money into the org with no added unnecessary time. If you grasp
what this means fully you will be successful. If you don't you will have losses after losses.
and be the effect of others. Good control is very theta if'done well, and your prospect and
his bankers etc will respond to it well; and they won't object to it either, as it is a rare
commodity on this planet, and a piece of Standard LRH Tech.

What to do when you come across an ARCX'en PubHc?- ARCX'en here. is referring to
someone who is ARCX'en with his, or possibly somone else's auditing or training at some time,
or the org or Its staff in some way. or another org or Its delivery.
SECRETARIAL TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR Founding Church-Washington, DC No.2
15 December 1958 REGISTRAR HAT - OEC Vol 2 Page 49]- especially 5th paragraph on Page
492 talks about what a Body Registrar does when he comes across an ARCX'en public.
But you make sure they get handled, otherwise you won't be able to close them for
service. Determine if it is worth your time to handle it. If you don't have an assistant registrar
yet, and there is no Chaplain or ARCX auditor, yu can ask the HGC if they can do the ARCX
session. (sometimes if you can see the cycle is going to be viable using an HGC auditor is worth
it as it not only results in a PC for them, but. money for the org.)

Where do you ,et money from?
HCOPL 19 AUGUST 1960 REGISTRAR LOST LINE - OEC Vol 2 Page 499- do what this policy
says on all arriving PC's into the HGC.
Also use this policy on "lost lining someone" - SECRETARIAL TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Founding Church Washington, DC No. 211 April 29, 1959 REGISTRAR - DIR OF PROCESSING

THE MOST FREQUENTLY LOST LINE OEC Vol 2 Page 495.

Central Files, and who the letter reges have received letters from expressing interest in
training or processing, called "hots prospects."
Also the Advanced Scheduling Registrar will have hot prospects to close.
Earlier, and recent Gllogs. listing who has paid in the past. and how the reg found out about
them. or how they ended up on the reg lines paying money and signing up for seIVice. This data
Is in the column beside the name of the public who paid titled "Source." meanIng where the
person was procured from.

Old and CWTent Academy Roll Books (winning students are the best ones to reg)
Old and current Certs and Awards logs if available - you can see what they have completed
so you know what to reg them for next If they dIdn't continue. You can have checked their last
service for out tech. by having their PC folder looked at. or callIng then and asking them what
their viewpoint is of why they haven't moved on. You can use the short phone assessments for
blown PC's and students in HCOPL RECOVERING STUDENTS AND PCS - OEC Vol 6 Page 550
and 551.
Treasury Accounts Files - a treasury file can tell you a lot about a person. If you look at the
last invoice ( better check any unfiIed invoices to make sure all the invoices are in there), this
will tell you what service he either paid for. or started. or made an advanced payment towards.
What people pay money on is usually what they are interested in doIng.
You then note the date of the invoice. as compared with today's date. and you will see how
long it has been since he paid for the service but stlll has not started. which is a line of
questioning you can go in on in a phone call or letter. This will be in reality to the person. you
see!
Or maybe he has been making payments for a certain length of time and then he stopped. and
Just a phone call or letter to see what happened and if you can assist him to continue his
payments, or better still. find his RUIN using the dissemination drill on Page 214 of OEC Vol 6.
Or he started a service a long time ago and it Is clear he is either blew from it or finished it and
never went on - call him and find out what happened. It is ALWAYS something. People want
MORE audIting or training when it is done rIght to their expectations or beyond.

Old and current HOC Scheduling logs
Old HCO Project Prepare files that never made it on staff but could be gotten on the Bridge.
PC folders and the use of correct technical R-Factors per OEC Vol 2 Page 566 Section under 2.
WHAT THE PERSON SHOULD HAVE. Also per Book of case remedies - Remedy M.
HCOPL 28 January 1991 Issue 11 THE TECHNICAL ESTIMATE LINE- OEC Vol 2 Page 592- get
full Tech Estimates done on all pc's currently getting auditing. Winning PC's are the easiest to
close for more auditing.

Comm tines are the channels that pubHc come into the org on so it is best to have many
spread far and wide. Here are some that have been and still are good for procuring public
on:
Area

Recoveries in Columbus area -

Sources of Prospects

FSMS

- John Baker
- DebbIe Hulthen}
- Wayne Fuller } DebbIe and Wayne work together
In the Or,

· PC Folders of known people in the area and get the
out tech found and the D of P to indicate it, or
person given a Remedy M or get him/her an ARCX
session.
- Fully Paid lists of area
• Partially Paid lists of area
· Announcements at muster to elicit people they know
- Asking people who you know who live in the area
and especially those who are on lines at Cincinnati
Org.

Recoveries in Pittsburgh area -

FSMS
- Rich and Sharen Evans who run the Pittsburgh
- Mission
- Debbie Hulthen} Debbie and Wayne still have mutual
- Wayne Fuller } cycles together. Dave also toured
- David Caulklns} with Debbie, and has cycles.
- Joe Kissel to some degree
In the Ore
- PC Folders of known people in the area and get the
out tech found and the D of P to indicate it. or
person given a Remedy M or get him/ her an ARCX
session.
- Fully Paid lists of area
• Partially Paid lists of area
- Announcements at muster to elicit people they know
- Asking people who you know who live in the area
and especIally those who are on lines at CIncinnati
Org.

Recoveries in IndianapoUs area· FSMS
and Indiana
- Criss Farmer
- Judy Nagangast
· Debbie Hulthen
In the Or,
• PC Folders of known people in the area and get the
out tech found and the D of P to indicate it, or
person given a Remedy M or get him/her an ARCX
sessIon.
- Fully Paid lists of area
- Partially Paid lists of area
- Announcements at muster to elicit people they know
- Asking people who you know who live in the area
and espeCially those who are on lines at Cincinnati
Org.

Recoveries in Kentucky area·

FSMS
- Debbie Hulthen} Debbie and Wayne work together &
- Wayne Fuller } have mutual cycles. David toured Ky
- David Caulkins} w/Debbie so check with him also.
- Peter Brand - Also a source of brand new pu bUe
In the Or,
- PC Folders of known people in the area and get the
out tech found and the D of P to indicate it. or
person given a Remedy M or get him/ her an ARCX
session.
· Fully Paid lists of area

- Partially Paid lists of area
- Announcements at muster to ellcit people they know
- Asking people who you know who live in the area
and especially those who are on lines at Cincinnati
Org.

Recoveries in West Virginia area - FSMS
- Debbie Hulthen} Debbie and David torued WV and
- David Caulkins} may both have cycles for you.
In the Org
- PC Folders of known people in the area and get the
out tech found and the D of P to indicate it. or
person given a Remedy M or get him I her an ARCX
session.
- Fully Paid lists of area
- Partially Paid lists of area
- Announcements at muster to elicit people they know
- Asking people who you know who live in the area
and especially those who are on lines at Cincinnati Org.

Another cateeory is orIS around us who can't deliver NED. Grad 5 or FPRD actions - as a
note we actually toured to Buffalo and Ann Arbor
TbJs was stopped as it is the hat of
the Continental Ora to do that which is FCDC Orl.

Or,.

Columbus Org - Bennett Parrish- Executive Director gave a few names
Dave Saathoff - Volunteer Auditor at org gave one cycle
In PT they have been using a CIS in DC but service becomes slow for the
PC's - treat this ]jne as a real maybe as it used to have a small flow. but
may not be now. Good to at least know about it.

Ann Arbor Org - Dave Hennell - Executive Director is willing to flow if can't deliver
Did a tour there and got Ann Dean to pay and arrive.
Ann Fry came from there, but her FSM Susan Hamady was the one who
called me to reg her and set up the reg cycle. Needed Grad 5/FPRD stuff.

Buffalo Org -

Mary Ojeda - Executive Director - Did a tour there and got a few public paid

and arrived - Michelle Reilly. Pete Reilly, and Patty Kanowski.
She is an old friend of mine. and she is willing to flow if it is correct. We
are training Marion Geibel, their TTC member at Cincinnati Org
who is on her Class 4 Golden Age of Tech Internship in PT. I also help her
on what she needs help with when appropriate. Sometimes it is just
someone to talk to, or help her on debugging a GI cycle.

New Baven Org -The ED there.

is an old friend of mine. She can't deliver Grad 5 or FPRD
and is very willing to flow. I try to work out a combination auditing
package where she gets whatever she can deliver and we do the rest. The
computer has recently been changed so you can do sliding packages
between orgs. I haven't closed a cycle yet but there's a friendly line there.

How DO you ask for money so the person will not only tell you truth about how much they

have. but want to give it to you. cause they want to get the service too.

How to Interview People?
SECRETARIAL TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR Founding Church- Washington. DC No. 125
23 February 1959 HOW TO INTERVIEW PEOPLE - OEC Vol 2 Page 493.

How you do actually close people to atve you larle quantities of moneY?
SECRETARIAL TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR Office ofL.Ron Hubbard 26 November 1965
INCOME DATA - OEC Vol 2 Page 532 is on how LRH Reges.
LRH ED 2361NT 5 July 1974 REGISTRATION PROGRAM NO.2 - OEC Vol 6 Page 570 - Targets
# 1. #2. #3.#4.# 11. # 12 • # 13. # 14 are immediate ones to apply to improve the scene.
HCOPL 28 December 1978 USE OF BIG LEAGUE SALES - OEC Vol 2 Page 583.
The book by Les Dane called Sure Fire Closing Techniques. previously called Big League Sales.

LRH says in HCOPL 21 February 1961 Choosing PE and Registration Personnel Issue 11
OECVol2 Page 411:
"CONTROL = INCOME.
When you have People who cannot control people on PE and Registration posts. your income
falls or vanishes".
This comes about from the state of "self-determinism In the society today. What with advertising
and stepped-up political and economic controls. the "self-determinism" of the general public is
only reactlvism.
As any control we exert upon the public brings about a better society. we are entirely justified in
using control.
The best control, for PE and Registration purposes. includes the greater good of the applicant.
Therefore. KNOWINGNESS must be included with control. One must discover what is best for
the applicant and then control him into obtaining it. Leaving it up to his "self-determinism" is
really leaVing up to his reactive mind."

Definition of Control - when we say control we simply mean willingness to start. stop and
change. From On's 55, Page 100.

key key key key key key

This is your
datum which you should be
weaving through all registration cycles and their accompanying logistics, so to effect
getting the person's money into the org with no added unnecessary time. If you grasp
what this means fully you win be successful. If you don't you will have losses after losses,
and be the effect of others. Good control Is very theta if done well, and your prospect and
bis bankers etc wDl respond to it well; and they won't object to it either, as it is a rare
commodity on this planet, and a piece of Standard LRH Tech.
Why are there occasionally. unexplainable GI problems no one can solve. despite ethics
and crammine of the Body Reatstrar?

This will give you an overall view. It gives you some truth. But it does not let you ofT the
hook of getting the GI made through sign ups, no matter what the rest of the org is
doing. We will go into some key debug tools later on In this write-up.
LRH says in LRH ED 234R!NT REGISTRATION - OEC Vol 6 Page 577 top paragraph:
..."The key to high GI is heavy book sales to the pubUc, an excellent Div 6, an operating
CF and Reges on post and trained in selling (Big League Sales), plus excellent and rapid
tech delivery. There is no lasting shortcut to any of these actions."
Also in HCOPL Money Management Series Vol 2 Page 220 LRH states:

...." If an activity does not produce and deliver and exchange with other activities, no
money is possible.
Example: Lack of good Division 6s (Public Division) in orgs makes it impossible to

exchange with the community. Equals no money.
This is what is behind low gross income.
The steps to take are, get the org so it can produce a valuable service in some volume
and then exchange through Div 6 contacts that service with the community for money.
Then increase the volume and quality of the service and increase the exchange through
more Division 6 contacts. That builds up to a big GI that will continue to be big and not
slump.
As soon as one ceases to deliver the service the exchange breaks and the GI collapses. No
matter how hard you sell, if you don't deliver, you get into trouble.

The staff member, as part of the org, may think his pay comes from mysterious places.lf
does not. It comes from his own personal production.
The combined services of staff members gives the org the valuable final services it can
exchange for money. If it does this, then the staff member gets paid and cared for.
It is up to Division 6 to build up a DEMAND for the services and a volume of people who
then demand the service. It does this with surveys of what the public will buy that the
org can offer. It then makes the public aware oftbis by ads and contacts. The public
comes in and pays. The rest of the org keeps itself functioning and delivers it.
That is really all there is to it.
When you see staff unpaid or an org not very solvent, it is the data above that is not

grasped."
Also HCOPL 22 November 1960 WARNING ON NEW PE OEC Vol 6 Page 281 goes over a key
piece of data on how the PE Course can boom or crash an org.
Also HCOPL 10 October 1969R Revised 13 February 1991 Downstat Causes- OEC Vol 7 Page 281
goes over the 10 most usual reasons for dwindling gross income statistics.
Why do you use FSMs. and HOW do you use them?

HCOPL 9 MAY 1965RA Issue 1 Revised 8 November 1984 FIELD AUDITORS BECOME STAFFOEC Vol 6 page 629 through Page 632.
Also in the same polley. page 636 #24 Collection of Debts - Use them to collect org debts for the
org unless the Dept of Income has that already fully under control.

Also HCOPL 26 March 1965RA Issue 11 Revised 8 November 1984 FIELD STAFF MEMBER IIC
HAT FIELD STAFF MEMBERS - OEC Vol 6 Page 639. You should really understand this policy
as you will be working with FSMs and you should know how to standardly work with them, as
they will help you get a lot of people signed up for service.
On Page 641 of this policy, 3rd paragraph from the top, is a key key line to watch out for
happening on your lines as it will can shut otT your income.
Also promote the current FSM training awards program to them - the FSM IIC will have it- as a
means for them earning all their training, for selecting lots of public into the org to start
services. These training awards being in addition to their FSM commissions.
OEC Vol 6 Page 532 - last paragraph In caps is a key viewpoint as regards FSMs.
You should also know cold HCOPL 9 September 1981 HOW TO '"SELL" SCIENTOLOGY TO YOUR
FRIENDS OEC Vol 6 Page 675
What paperwork do you need to do as part of sllDlne someone up?

The Routing Form called How to sign someone up standardly for the HGC and asks for all the
items listed below:
HCOB 19 January 1970 REGISTRAR'S ADVICE FORM- OEC Vol 6 Page 540.
HCOPL 4 February 1970RA PC APPLICATION FORM FOR ANY MAJOR AUDITING ACTION- OEC
Vol 6 Page 542.
Enrollment Form - a special form which Is basically a waiver that protects the Church, and
states that the person is signing upon their own determinIsm. and doesn't hold Scientology or
the Church, or LRH. responsible for anything wrong with them, or that could be wrong with
them etc. Read It well so you are familiar with it.
Ensure they have a current lAS membership, or sell them one, preferably a lifetime. If they balk
on bUying a membership point out that what they save on their services and materials with the
membership discount pays for the membership usually on the first service taken. If they stlll
don't understand why they should get a membership show them the booklet on the purpose
and actions of the lAS and how they help get rid of psychiatry and other SP's on the planet.
What Is a "HOT PROSPECT."

LRH ED 152 INT 26 August 1971 ON - POLICY REGISTRATION- OEC Vo16 Page 561.

LRH says in HCOPL 21 February 1961 Choosing PE and Registration Personnel Issue 11
OEC Vol 2 Page 411:
"CONTROL = INCOME.
When you have people who cannot control people on PE and Registration posts. your income
falls or vanishes".
This comes about from the state of "self-determinism In the society today. What with advertising
and stepped-up political and economic controls. the "self-determinism" of the general public Is
only reactlvlsm.

As any control we exert upon the public brings about a better society. we are entirely justified in
using control.
The best control, for PE and Registration purposes, Includes the greater good of the applicant.
Therefore. KNOWINGNESS must be included with control. One must discover what is best for
the applicant and then control him into obtaining it. leaving it up to his "self-determinism" is
really leaving up to his reactive mind."

Definition of Control - when we say control we simply mean wtlllngness to start. stop and
change. From On's 55. Page 100.

key key key key key key

This is your
datum which you should be
weaving through all registration cycles and their accompanying logistics, so to effect
getting the person's money into the org with no added unnecessary time. If you grasp
what this means fully you will be successful. If you don't you will have losses after losses,
and be the effect of others. Good control is very theta if done well, and your prospect and
bis bankers etc will respond to it well; and·they won't object to it either, as it is a rare
commodity on this planet, and a piece of Standard LRH Tech.

Like a quick debUJI, which may explain why you can't get any money in now, can't find
?
anyone to reg now. etc. etc, etc
HCOB 6 January 1959 Issue 11 FIELD ACTIVITIES - OEC Vol 6 Page 694, 3rd paragraph from
the top
Money cannot flow back to you on disorderly lines."
Clear this word "disorderly" to full conceptual understanding so you know what you are looking
for. as you may be under stress at this point and one has the tendency to go frantic if he he
can't think or act conceptually.
Look over your admin lines. and lines to other staff. your lines to tech. to Div 6. to your FSMs
and to your pubUc and handle any disorderliness. Checking for any earlier reg cycles that have
your attention still, whether because you didn't close them, or they had out ARC in them still
sticking your attention or the prospects, or because you did something you know was wrong. or
off-policy. Handle appropriately what you find. Also look for any PTS or SP or 1.1 type people
that may have gotten onto your lines that have your attention. Per RCOPL 12 May 1972R
Revised 27 Oct 1982 PTS People and Finance Page 251 Mgt Series Vol 2, it tells what
happens If an SP or a PTS person gets on your lines, and what destruction they can cause to
your post lines. if you don't spot them and handle them correctly.

ONE THING I LEARNED OVER MANY YEARS OF REGGING. AND
I FEEL THE MOST SENIOR PERSONAL DATUM ON REG LINES.
IS THAT TIME SPENT KEEPING YOUR TONE LEVEL IN THE
TONE OF "POSTULATES." AND IF NOT. SPEND SOME TIME
GETTING IT TO THAT LEVEL. WAS THE SINGLE MOST
POWERFUL DATUM TO RESOLVE INCOME DIFFICULTIES. AND
FUNNILY ENOUGH. ONE'S CONTROL OVER THE POST WENT
BACK IN IMMEDIATELY.
DON'T UNDERESTIMATE THE POWER OF TinS DATUM. LRH
TALKS ABOUT TONE LEVEL A LOT IN DIFFERENT TAPES.

When I was in that tone level money just rolled in. It appears

that you move out of the mechanics of the MEST universe in
this tone, and your postulates stick. After all that is the name
of the tone level, RIGHT!
A key reference I have always used to help me get into that
tone level is the theory of the process called R2-41, in the
book, Creation ofHwnan AbiHty.
Another one you can use is HCOB The Joy of Creation.
Raising your tone level to postulates as quick as you can is the best one I know.
R2-41 in COHA- the theory of this process which helps focus attention on the exact product
you started out going for and got a failed purpose on- and a great tool for raising your tone
level to postulates quickly.
The HCOPL DEBUG TECH CHECKLIST - do the inspection steps on your income if there is no

one around to do it on you. Then if the Income still doesn't open up. get the checklIst assessed
by the Cramming Officer or someone. Or, if no one to assess it on the meter. just read through
each point to yourself, and go through it administratively to see if anything indicates. Often you
can grab your senior who can go over both the inspection steps and the checklist with you off
the meter, to a good result. The whole idea is to spot what is blocldng the flow of income and
handle It qUickly and get on with it. Just READ the issue and it tells you what to do.
Don't consider it complete until the money starts flowing again in volume.
Be careful to debug the correct thing - this should become apparent in the inspection steps if
you do them really thoroughly. E.G the bug could be no prospects so you might want to look at
where you have gotten prospects from before, which will be listed in the GI log if you filled it in
completely on every entry.
Also read HCO EXECUTIVE LE1TER 2 NOV 1965 - LRH talks about what he does to raise
income. Gives you an overall view of the scene. so you are not fixed onJust one thing.
And read LRH ED 146 !NT - 20 July 1971 THE BEGINNING AND MAINTAINING OF A BooMagain gives LRH's overall viewpoint on keeping income booming.
LRH ED 75 INT 17 Jan 1970 THE USES OF AUDITING HANDLING WITH AUDITING
REGISTRAR ADVICE FORM talks about a reason for GI troubles.
LRH ED 40 INT 25 Nov 1969 REGISTRATION -...,goes over a very successful reg and what she
did to be successful. Well worth reading.

Bow do you eet bank loans. cash in retirement accounts. raise credit card
~tsetc etc etc.
This is a whole subject by itself. and Les Dane in his book "Sure Fire ClOSing Techniques."
which LRH recommends reading on the Pro Reg Course and LRH ED 236 INT. and using in all
reg cycles; he talks about cultivating your money sources for your prospects.
If you don't duplicate the importance of confronting, beJng able to control and communicate
with all types of money (in Its different forms). you will not be able to effectively help all your
pu bUc get on the Bridge quickly.
This subject. I repeat must be fully understood and confronted so you are willing to help anyone
with any type of exchangeable valuable, that can be used immediately. or turned into money so

it can be used to buy Bridge.

Here are the types of valuables that Public wanting to go up the
Bridge have presented to me. or they had access to. or
possession of. in some way.
Checkinl Accounts - Business - Just ask how much Is In there and depending on
cIrcumstances. it Is a source of money.

Checkinl Accounts - Personal - Again. just ask how much is in there and dependIng on
circumstances such as an outstanding checks, or upcomIng bills they need some of it for. it is
also a source of money.

Checkinl Accounts - Other types - for some purpose only the person being regged
knows about. Again. consult with the person and work out what can be used.

Savinls Accounts - Maybe more than one. set up for different purposes such as a College
savings account for their kids or for emergencIes etc. Just get them to either transfer the money
to their checking account if they are both In the same bank, by calling the bank. Or they can
use the ATM sometimes, or if on a weekend or at nJght and can't transfer It cause the bank is
closed. or can' do it on the ATM etc, have them fill out a Letter of Transfer. ( which is a form
you should have a copy of ) which is llke writing a check off their savings account. and Is a
bankable document.

Money Market Accounts- Could be a savings or checking account. which gives a Utile
higher interest than a normal savings or checking account. Same principles apply to a savings
type money market account re letters of transfer If they can't easj]y go get the cash ( as you don't
want to add a lot of time if possible where the person has to wait a while before they give you
the cash. If it is a checking money account. then have them write a check from that account.

Important Note concerning receiving the money for the service.
From the point of the person saying "Yes, I'D do it", to the point where they hand you
the exchangeable money in whatever form ( cash, credit card, charge card,
check or letter of transfer) should be as short as humanely possible, so their
Reactive Mind doesn't have a chance to kick in and cause Q&A. If you have done a
thorough reg cycle it shouldn't be a problem, but as a "rUle of thumb", don't add time if
at all possible between the point where they agree to pay you for the service, and the
transaction complete with money now in your hands.

Bonds - They are a form of Investment that the US Government sells. They are usually very
stable, with not real high interest rate. and basically a secure investment. backed by the US
Government. If I remember. It takes about 5 days to sell them and get the cash they are worth.
Check with a broker who sells them and he can give you the latest specifics on them.

Retirement Accounts - one type is an IRA - Investment Retirement Account - It is an
account where a person has part of hIs pay taken out and put Into some Investment account
and no taxes are paid on this money untlliater on when he retires, at which time he will be
making less money. because he is retired. He will be in a lower tax bracket. and he will pay less
taxes on it when he takes It out of that account to use at that later time. He can also take out
just what he needs ego let's say he only needs $15.000 a year to live on. he might take out a
portion of that each month. The taxes on that would be very little that he would have to pay at
the end of the year. so he gets to keep more of the money, whIle keeping it in the account to
use as he needs It. and it is still gaining interest.
As far as I know you cannot borrow against IRA's but I have cashed them in. The one's I have

cashed in are the one's the person set up for himself with a bank or finance investment
company. Some you can't unless extreme hardship can be proven.
There are others where the company puts all money in for the person ( which is an
encouragement for the person to stay working at that particular company till they retire) • or
their company puts in part and the person puts in part. and they can possibly cash in their
part. This all depends on the rules governing the particular IRA you are dealing with and how it
was set up originally by the company. You wiD find the rules out when the person tries to
cash it in, and then you go from there. The section of the company that deals with these
retirement plans win usually be able to teU you the rules governing it.

It is a good idea for you to be the one asking all the questions, as usually the prospect
will not have a lot of confront on it. Some will but that is rarer. To be able to talk to the
investment company where the IRA is just have the prospect let them know on a
conference call that you set up, that you will be helping them on the cycle, and then you
have a green Ught to call the place and talk to direct so you can run control on the cycle.
LRB says in BCOPL 21 February 1961 Choosing PE and Registration Personnel Issue 11
OECVol2 Page 411:
"CONTROL = INCOME.

When you have people who cannot control people on PE and Registration posts, your Income
falls or vanishes".
This comes about from the state of "self-determinism in the society today. What with advertising
and stepped-up political and economic controls, the "self-determinism" of the general public Is
only reactivtsm.
As any control we exert upon the public brings about a better society. we are entirely justified In
using control.
The best control. for PE and Registration purposes, Includes the greater good of the applicant.
Therefore. KNOWINGNESS must be included with control. One must discover what is best for
the applicant and then control him into obtaining it. Leaving it up to his "self-determinism" is
really leaving up to his reactive mind."

Definition of Control· when we say control we simply mean willingness to start. stop and
change. From On's 55, Page 100.

key key key key key key

This is your
datum which you should be
weaving through au registration cycles and their accompanying logistics, so to effect
getting the person's money into the org with no added unnecessary time. If you grasp
what this means fully you will be successful. If you don't you wiD have losses after losses,
and be the effect of others. Good control is very theta if done well, and your prospect and
his bankers etc will respond to it well; and they won't object to it either, as it is a rare
commodity on this planet, and a piece of Standard LRH Tech.

If you can and do cash in the IRA, there Is a law where the IRS makes them withhold 20% for
future taxes. which is often evened out or close to it, at the end of the year when the person

uses his donations as a tax deduction. The specifics on that would be figured out by a
competent accountant. Also there is a penalty often of 10% for early withdrawal before
retirement or whatever the age was set down in the original rules used to set up the IRA.
Even with the 10% penalty and the 20% withholding tax for cashing in the IRA early. it Is
usually worth It to use it now. what with the tax writeoff being able to be taken for the

donation, and the gamble of the Investment that the IRA is in. Investments can go bad, and
the person loses it, or a lot of it's value.
Remember, the MEST Universe is not a very permanent, stable and secure thing. The planet Is
run by mostly psychotic governments who like wars for something to do, and use Inflation as a
suppressive tool to unstabilize economies.
LRH says in LRH ED 339R !NT:

...."Speed of expansion is the problem of management. And it IS a problem. Let me give
you some facts: This planet, politically, is an anarchy of nations. These nations are
armed with ( of ALL things on a small planet) atomic weapons. This Is catastrophe in the
making in any whole track history book. To compound this, economical and social
problems, exist far beyond the norm for such a civilization and these edge a political
scene towards war.
And it isn't just atomic war; these same social and economic factors, with their
attendant rising stats of brutal crime and ideological pressure, could bring about police
states- as they are doing- in which no application of workable tech would be permitted
and this whole civilization
(as it has done before) could sink into a new dark ages that would swamp any forward
motion toward freedom. And there are other factors which make speed imperative. We
do NOT have any Infinity of time to do the job.
The future could make the past on tbis planet look like a hoBday'"
All that Is happening Is you are deferring Income till when you retire so you don't have to pay as
much tax as you would if you received it as Income now. Plus you can earn Interest on It in
whatever It is invested In dUring those years. It all presupposes that your expenses to live when
you retire will be a lot less now when you are younger, and needing money for a house, car,
children, their college, etc,etc.

There is another type of retirement account:
It is a 401K plan - these are set up in different ways too - where the employer pays in part
and the employee pays in part - usually haIfand half, or the employee pays in the whole
amount or the employer pays in the whole amount. E.G. at Procter and Gamble I believe the
company promotes that you can retire a millionaire. What the company does is give the
employee stocks in Procter and Gamble and then also gives deals on stocks at different times
which either the employee buys cheap or the company Just gives them ( not sure), but they
usually can't touch this account until they retire, and if they leave before a certain time, you
only get a certain amount that you can keep as yours, ( you get more if you stay a certain length
of time) but you still leave the stocks in the retirement account, and it accrues value until you
retire. I don't think you can cash them in before retirement. You might be able to transfer the
value of the stocks to another type of investment In another company, but it still remains
under the rules of the IRA. Same with government employees - You can't touch the retirement
account until they retire or reach a certain age which Is set down In the rules of the plan. But
always be the 'devil's worst advocate', and ask questions until you are satisfied there are no
loopholes that cannot be opened to get the money for the person's Bridge, which is worth being
very persistent and relentless about. You may be the only person on their lines who is.

And don't expect the person you are regging to be as persistent and
relentless about getting their Bridge paid for, as you are. But it is OK if
they are, or suddenly become that way. Remember, they wouldn't need a
reg if they were as dedicated and persistent as you are, and they would
have just shown up and given you the money and started their Bridge
service without you having to do anything. But generally their reactive
minds are impinging, and it is your job to ensure they get on top of it. The

logistics and complications of getting money is just one part of that cycle,
but must not be overlooked as VITAL to completing that cycle.

You the Registrar, plus your prospect workin~
!2gether in unison with you, to get the services
paid for, IS lDuch !Dore powerful than anLQ&A
their Reactive Mind could generate, to try and
H2P such a theta mgpose.
LRH says in HCOPL Product Officers, HOW to get a product:

.••.Push, debug, drive. Name it, want it, get it.
That's the only way you ever get a product.
Sad but true.
They don't ever happen by themselves.
And all the public relations chatter in the world is not a product. I know
this product officer beat.
It's a piece of cake.
But it has to be DONE."
More data on Retirement Accounts I know there is some rule where you have 90 days to re-invest an IRA. without penalty, jfyou
change the investment. but that would need to checked out more, as to the exact details. It
isn't Intended as an opening to now use the money for some expense other than re-investment.
but maybe something short term could be worked out. Again, find out the data by asking
about the rules of the plan from where it is invested or the IRA dept' of the company
where the person works, and go from there,
The one good thing about a 40lK plan is you can borrow against them, usually up to half of
their current value. The reason only 1/2 of their value, is because they are mostly invested in
stocks or mutual funds. and because these fluctuate on the open market. the lender wants to
get paid back if the investment loses money,
Half Is an agreed upon amount that lenders feel is a safe point to be able to recover their loans.
ego if a person had $20,000 in their 40lK account. he could borrow up to $10,000 against this.
using this as security on the loan. Lets say the stocks or mutuals funds ( mutual funds are
usually made up of stocks and bonds, but I will cover these in more detail in a minute) crashed
in their value to $12,000 all of a sudden and stayed there, the lender could stUl use $10.000 of
that $12,000 to get paid back his loan, if the person also defaulted on the payments. or lost his
Job. or died etc etc.
The exact rules of how you can borrow against a 401 K or use It otherwise, are detailed in the
Original agreements that the plan was set up on. I know it Is hard to just cash them In, unless
you can show financial hardship or some other type of emergency, as they were set up with the
prime purpose of being there for the person when they retired so they had money to live on in
those years of not working as a retiree.

The one point you can use In closing someone to use their retirement account now is that,
donations to the church are fully tax deductible up to 50% of theIr gross income. and who
knows what their physical. or spiritual state would be like when they retire. if they lIve that long
without getting trained and going OT - bit of a gamble on this planet.
And it probably is better financially for them to use a tax wrlteoff now, and that is the whole
purpose of an IRA, to pay less taxes. (also they may not have tax wrlteoffs when they retire)
and get the benefits of the Bridge. as the Bridge increases your abilities to the point where you
are not really concerned about your retirement. but moreso, how are you going to make it as an
OT through the "Between Lives Area" without losing your memory of who you are: and the
memory last lifetime you just lived with everything you just learned; and do it all before you drop
your body. which could happen anytime truthfully. taking into account the amount ofPTSness
and suppression that goes on in any given day of their lives currently.
AL Phlips, Phone #356 1808. who is an accountant. can help on what taxes they will have to
pay and how much they will get back, if they pay this or that money. whether it be out of
retirements plans or credit or whatever. This is a key closing point sometimes. but not the basis
of the reg cycle. as you should already have them in a frame of mind where they are willing to
see how would be the best way to pay for the services you just regged them for, and this being
the appropriate next step on helping them make the decision to do it now instead of whenever
they think they should do it ( which is jqst their bank talking to them).

Mutual Funds - they are pooled investments by many people into some Investment. through
the services of a broker who works in an Investment company. or bank, and who organizes
where to invest for the best return. He and/or his company gets a percentage of the money. or a
fee for organizing and managing the investment and arranging all the people to pool with. and
knowing what the best investment he or his company feels is. Again, they are paying for his
know how and they essentially trust his know how. or his company's expertise in these
matters.
The returns are said to be better than most investments because the more they Invest in a
SPecific Investment, the higher the return. and as your money is being pooled with a lot of other
people's money, the broker can make more money because of the larger amounts he has to
invest with.
They could be made up of stocks. bonds, or whatever the broker deems best to invest in.
These investments have a risk factor just like any Investment.

How do you cash in a mutual fund?
It can take anywhere up to 5 days to get the cash.
You need to get in comm with the broker who handles the account to find out what the
person's account is made up of - sometimes it is cash. or part cash, so nothing needs to be sold
to get cash. If it's stocks, then they have to be sold, but if you ask for a same day sale and get
the sale request in before the stock market closes ( 2pm Eastern Standard Time). and ensure the
broker sells them before the market closes that day. you could have the money the next day.
Just ask the broker what is needed to get the money the next day and he will tell you if that is
possible. Bonds take a little longer to sell. but again the broker will tell you the particulars If
you ask him. They are usually very willing to help, and to work directly with them. you just get
your prospect to give their permission to the broker that they would like you to work with him
on their behalf. I usually get the prospect to say they I am their financial advisor or helper
which is fairly accurate, and an acceptable truth. without having to go into a whole
explanation as to what a reg is and what SCientology is etc, which the broker is probably not

really Interested In anyway. for the purposes of what you are trying to achieve.
Plus you want to keep the whole cycle focused on what you are trying to do and keep It simple.
This is the smoothest. easiest and fastest way to get this prod uct.
Sometimes you can borrow against a mutual fund, so you can usually get the money the next
day. If it Is a loan against the stocks In the mutual fund. it is called ·'marginIng." And they
usually lend up to 60% on "Blue Chip" stocks or 50% on "Common Stocks". Blue Chip stocks
are more stable and secure type of stocks usually than common stocks.
I am not sure about borrowing against any bonds In the fund. but again the broker can answer
that question, or anything else concerning what you can or can't do to borrow, or otherwise get
the money qUickly out of their finance company into the church's bank.

Stocks - there are many different names of stocks and the two main types are "Blue Chip"
stocks and "Common" stocks.
Stocks are essentially money that a person invests in a pu bUc company. and in receipt they are
given ownership of one or more stock in that company. with a certificate showing how many
stocks they bought.
A stock has a certain value, and each stock and Its value is listed out in the newspaper and
now on the internet. You can even buy and sell stocks on the internet now.
The value of a stock can change each day depending on the type of tradIng it receives or it can
go up or down depending on some occurrence which either raises confidence or lowers
confidence in that stock. Unless you want to be an avid follower of the stock eXChange, all you
need to know is what the value of the stock Is, at the time you are going to get them sold, so
you know how much Bridge money you will have for the person's services you just closed them
to do. A broker at Charles Scwaab or any Brokerage will tell you that and answer any
questions you might have. They charge a small fee for selling the stocks.

How DO you ask for money so the person will Dot only teU you truth about how much
they have, but want to give it to you, cause THEY want to get the service too?

